Welcome to an overview of UCc-1, the World Martial Authority and AlterNations.
UCc-1 Private and Commercial law jurisdiction. UCc being Universal Commercial Codes. These laws
supersede all others since the Geneva convention in 1930, UCc-1 is the ruling international law due
to the international community declaring themselves bankrupt. All statutory legislators, legislative
law makers globally are suspended, null and void. All laws outside of UCc was, is permanently
suspended. The UCc is recognised by the ICJ and ICC as private international laws pertaining to
governments, quazi-government agencies, regulators, banks, institutions, corporations as well as
private and public individuals. Written by the SICJ, the Sovereign International Court of Justice

¨Under UCc 1 bankruptcy Articles, any bankrupted entity (entire et al international community and
its chattels, i.e., governments, banks, businesses, non-sovereigns, etc.) have no authority unto
operate and/or act against an ordained and/or certified sovereign. Hence, the sovereigns controlling
the present allodial titles are viable enacted document certified sovereigns having UCc wielding
power under the FRRf cLPT provisions´´

`
In laymen’s terms, Uniform Commercial Code article 1, UCc-1 is the ruling law for all planet earth
continents, they are the only laws that can be used against corruption at the highest levels due to the
1930 Geneva convention. They are common law, natures law, gods law. They cannot be changed.

“The laws of nature are most perfect and immutable; but the condition of human law is an unending
succession, and there is nothing in it which can continue perpetually. Human laws are born, live, and
die.” -- 7 Coke, 25.

General Grantor Lamont Durrell Belton, the holder of The Great Seal Perseverando by official
promulgation memoranda effective immediately 20-11-2020 GLDB019073 fully assured full faith
Credit Debit, he is also the holder of the Pacta Sunt Servanda, the global peace treaty. Ancient
Aboriginal American Land lore is UCc-1, common law as per constitution and laws of nature. The
General is head judge of the Aboriginal and Indigenous consular courts, the Aboriginal Insular
Tribunal and the Sovereign Court of International Justice, he is also Chief Priest of the Seminole
Pacta Sunt Servanda En Lex Jurisprudence De jure Priesthood.

“You will find that it is the modest, not the presumptuous enquirer, who makes a real, and safe
progress in the discovery of divine truths. One follows nature, and nature’s God; that is, he follows
God in his works, and in his word.” Lord Bollingbroke wrote to Alexander Pope, this later became
the basis for Jeffersons opening of the Declaration of Independence

Honorable Lee Clegg, Global Commander of the World Martial Authority and Head Global
Ambassador of AlterNations. Head of all divisions of the WMA, copper toned divisions. Extensive
career globally in various Special forces, served in every war between 1987 and 2007, longest post
was three years in Africa doing special operations, he has been involved in over 46 operations
worldwide. Honorable Lee Clegg also has great experience in law enforcement and agencies and in
the private security VIP sectors. Also, extensive experience in running projects in construction,
mining, oil industries and banking.

‘’No matter how much it hurts, how dark it gets, or how hard you fall. . . You are never out of the
fight’’ Marcus Luttrell. Honorable Lee Clegg’s only aim is freedom for all, his drive and focus is
incomparable. Nothing will stop him in this quest.

“I have seen humanity at its absolute worst, no one should see some of the things that I have seen or
have to do what I have done. This has to stop. UCc-1 is the only way. They say it has been around
for years but has never done anything, that’s why I’m here. I’m here to give UCc-1 teeth. Teeth it
now has and I’ve made sure they are sharp!” Honorable Lee Clegg April 2020

The monumental union of General Grantor Lamont Durrell Belton and Honorable Lee Clegg; The
Law, UCc-1 and the law enforcement/military has resulted in the birth of the

It is the first of its calibre and its reach is global from the highest previously untouchable
corporations to the protection of the simplest of beings.
UCc-1 International Private and Commercial Law Enforcement -Copper Toned, has three main
divisions globally. Law Enforcement, Military and Legal. All are under the same direction, and
operate for all Supreme Courts SIJC, ICC, ICJ and the Hague. It also has a Sovereign IGO. All
Martials are all bonded and have signed an oath to General Grantor Lamont Durrell Belton but are
headed by Honorable Lee Clegg. The WMA is the highest law enforcement authority globally and
have been built by Honorable Lee Clegg for the simple reason to execute the UCc-1 laws and remove
all corruption from the top down. They supersede all others. Although given this fact peaceful
resolution is always the preferred route, either way, the UCc-1 will be adhered to.

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness.--That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to affect their Safety and Happiness.” -- Declaration of Independence

Currently being built by Honorable Lee Clegg and his leading Martials under General Grantor
Lamont Durrell Belton’s bond is . . .

AlterNations. For lack of a better term, a new United Nations. It will be made up from Sovereign
and Absolute entities. It will cover a wider range than the United Nations taking better care, of life,
environment and our planet, by introducing innovations in every sector with zero corruption
tolerated. AlterNations is a fresh organisation supported and protected by the UCc which will be
ensured by the WMA.
The projects and roles are endless, funding will be delivered to projects on the ground, so no funds
can be corrupted en-route. We will be working with other platforms and will also have our own
banks. This will enable us to filter funds directly to projects and Humanitarian causes and provide
Aid without blocks. These will operate under all UCc-1 codes. They will have full operating facilities
and new innovations. Nations will be assisted in backing their currencies, allowing them to alleviate
debt or completely abolish it.
AlterNations representatives will be formally named Ambassadors. They are representatives for their
fields of service, from Scientists to Bankers to Farmers. Already Ambassadors are working in their
roles. AlterNations Ambassadors are the most honorable, moral people, they are of the highest levels
in their fields of expertise and are deeply passionate about their sectors. They already have fantastic
ideas, contacts and resources. AlterNations already has Regional, National and Continental
Ambassadors, overseeing projects in their areas.

A condensed list of the industries that AlterNations will cover
Environmental Industry Sectors Mining, Agriculture, Seas, water purification, clean ups, regeneration.
Emergency hostile regions support Aid, humanitarian operations etc
Banking and Finance This covers all treasuries, funding, accounting and trades.
Health: Everything medical and aiding in the protection of life. Farma instead of ‘Pharma’,
lifesaving treatments, medical centres and hospitals, homeopathic and all alternative treatments.
Education centres and universities
Recycling Creating new industries in used plastics and tyres
Building Cities and towns also refurbishments of existing.
Wildlife and nature rehabilitation
Projects, Various projects globally and new innovations for the betterment of life and the planet
Arts, crafts and leisure
Aviation, Aerospace and advanced technologies as we venture into Space.
Communications, new formats of internet services and delivery systems

AlterNations is already working with 1000s of different groups and organisations to deliver the
alternatives that actually work and are not just quick fix.

Why we chose the name AlterNations. The alter in a church or other religious order is the focal point
of the place of worship, ancient or modern. In this case it is the alter for each nation and peoples to
believe in itself/themselves and its/their sovereignty.

‘’SOVEREIGN is defined in Blacks Law as: “A person, body [jury], or state in which independent
and supreme authority is vested; a chief ruler with supreme power; a king or other ruler with limited
power.” Whereas sovereign authority was 29 vested in We the People through unalienable rights by
natures God and sovereign authority was vested in the state through the Constitution by We the
People42 .’’ The Sheriffs Handbook.

Alter as in alternatives, in all industries as we are bringing in all alternative products. Alter as in to
change, to adapt and to improve.

‘’Your life does not get better by chance, it gets better by change.’’ Unknown.
The grapevine symbolises various things from strength, endurance, survival and progress. It is
organic and encompassing. It is also divine, di-vine, the vine. This epitomizes UCc-1, common law,
natures law, Gods law, Universal law. AlterNations is the power that will bring the earth and all life
on it its divine right of sovereignty.

“Sovereignty itself is, of course, not subject to law, for it is the author and source of law;” Yick Wo v.
Hopkins, 118 US 356, 370

Many are now in agreement that the United Nations is problematic. Since their existence, they have
yet to resolve any issues. Yes, they do assist the world in many ways, however they have never really
managed to solve any root causes of problems and now they have developed into a giant moneylaundering machine. This all needs to stop, it has become rotten to its core.

AlterNations will come with a new convenient, called TURN. The United Reset of Nations. TURN
will be changing the financial industry into a debt free system, thus ending debt. Without debt,
banks would not survive, however with the new facilities of today it is just a matter of time before
this happens. When the backed wealth is released to the world through an alternative system, it will
perhaps be disruptive to begin with but nowhere near as disruptive as the economies are today.
Simply ‘flipping the system’ and creating a Jubilee for the world. Not in a dramatic format, but in a
way that puts it all back to work. Creating a freer or even cheaper way of life in the essential areas, a
home for everyone and security. Banks don’t have to collapse, their systems can remain. Many are
already changing to Quantum financial systems, asset based cryptos, fiat based cryptos, all of these
are still debt though and this needs to be realised. The Uniform bonding codes need to be re applied.
Trading needs to be reduced, as it creates too much debt and should always be on product, not
money or paper.

"If the State converts a right (liberty) into a privilege, the citizen can ignore the license and fee and
engage in the right (liberty) with impunity." - Shuttlesworth v. City of Birmingham, Alabama, 373
U.S. 262.

Our future generations should not be left with the way things have become, and our ancestors who
fought for our freedoms should not be forgotten. We should co-exist in a fair and free society and the
generational fight for freedom should be over and done with by now. However, it’s not. Let’s make
something that will put a stop to this. We all need peace, life here is short, and don’t need to be
persecuted purely because we exist.

Great walls and barriers will be encountered; however, the WMA and Alternations will not falter in
their stance for freedom and sovereignty. It is undisputable, if the vision of AlterNations is achieved,
enhancement of life today will not only be accomplished but for generations to come. It will improve
and protect planet earth and all its life for centuries, not only that, it will be the gift of liberty.
The World Martial Authority and AlterNations believe in the Haudenosaunee philosophy, and the
seventh generational rule being of paramount importance.‘’When you sit in council for the welfare of

the people, you must not think about yourself or of your family, not even your generation. He said
make your decisions on behalf of the seven generations coming, so that they may enjoy what you
have today.’’ Oren Lyons.

“…, every man is independent of all laws, except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by any
institutions formed by his fellowman without his consent." [Cruden v. Neale]. Herein is Liberty, if
“YOU” do not give the court consent, they have no “JURISDICTION” over “YOU”!

“I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than those attending too
small a degree of it.” Thomas Jefferson

Paths will cross between Alternations and the World Martial Authority as they are being headed by
the same individuals. However, a strong separation between them is being made to enable the World
Martial Authority to stay solely as law enforcement, military and protection and AlterNations to be
the gifting hand with its own Sovereign IGO. The crossover at the top protects all aspects of both,
under UCc-1, thus protecting Continents, Nations, Kingdoms, Cities, Towns, people and businesses
from corruption. Although so much damage has been done, especially in the last year. With the
bonds and support that the WMA and AlterNations now have, change will come rapidly. Making a
better normal, rather than a ‘new normal’ or back to the old normal. Good will always succeed and
draw balance.

The conclusion in the simplest of formats;

“The common law is the real law, the Supreme Law of the land, the code, rules, regulations, policy
and statutes are “not the law,” -- Self v. Rhay, 61 Wn (2d) 261.
The UCc-1 is common law, it supersedes laws.
The WMA is the highest law enforcement agency globally and the only authority that can execute
the laws over corporations.
The WMA removes corruption from the top down and AlterNations build from the bottom up thus
protecting and providing We the People with all the resources to build their own futures as they so
choose.

‘’There can never be peace between nations until there is first known that true peace which… is
within the hearts of men.’’ Black Elk

For more information please don’t hesitate to contact a Martial or an Ambassador, they will happily
educate and, if necessary, pass you on to someone with more knowledge.
Regardless of industry, size of entity, country, race, religion or even knowledge of these laws do get
in touch. All that is expected is ‘do no harm to life and do no harm to the Planet’. Simple, ethical,
moral.
This is a monumental quest, as the saying goes, ‘many hands make light work’ and we welcome all
entities, big or small to join us in regaining our Sovereignty and protecting our divine rights as living
beings to liberty.

Thomas Jefferson told us: "Laws are made for men of ordinary understanding and should, therefore,

be construed by the ordinary rules of common sense. Their meaning is not to be sought for in
metaphysical subtleties which may make anything mean everything or nothing at pleasure." Do not
fear them, use them to the advantage of the people.

If all that is taken from this brief introduction is one thing, remember these logos and what they
stand for, you will be seeing them regularly!

Also, we implore all persons to read and understand this quote, especially in today’s climate. It is
imperative that people realise this.

"The general rule is that an unconstitutional statute, though having the form and name of law, is in
reality no law, but is wholly void and ineffective for any purpose, since its unconstitutionality dates
from the time of its enactment... In legal contemplation, it is as inoperative as if it had never been
passed... Since an unconstitutional law is void, the general principles follow that it imposes no duties,
confers no right, creates no office, bestows no power or authority on anyone, affords protection and
justifies no acts performed under it... A void act cannot be legally consistent with a valid one. An
unconstitutional law cannot operate to supersede any existing law. Indeed insofar as a statute runs
counter to the fundamental law of the land, (the Constitution) it is superseded thereby. No one is
bound to obey an unconstitutional law and no courts are bound to enforce it." Bonnett v. Vallier, 116
N.W. 885, 136 Wis. 193 (1908); NORTON v. SHELBY COUNTY, 118 U.S. 425 (1886)

Please find more information on our websites and follow the links on them.
The WMA website;
www.ucc-1.org
General Grantor Lamont Durrell Belton´s website;
AboriginalConsularCourt19073 (webs.com)
AlterNations website is currently being built, for future reference the address is;
www.alternations.org
Social media pages are currently being built on all platforms so keep an eye out.
Thankyou for taking the time to read this guide. I hope to welcome you in joining us in this historical
quest.
Kindest regards.

